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Introdutory lecture 1:

● What is thermal transport?
● How can we simulate it?
● Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)

Hands-on tutorial, part 1:

● Thermal conductance of a grain boundary using NEMD with VNL and ATK-Classical

Lecture 2:

● Phonon transmission using non-equilbrium Green's functions (NEGF)

Hands-on tutorial, part 2:

● Thermal conductance of a grain boundary using NEGF

Questions and Answers

Program



Applications for Thermal Transport

Thermal transport is an important factor in many applications,
e.g. as a material property.
Can often be measured in macroscopic experiments.

But why do we need atomistic simulations?

D.G. Cahill et al.: Appl. Phys. Rev. 1, 11305 (2014)

C. Wan et al.: Nature Mat. 14, 622 (2015)

●Optimization of heat conduction in nanoscale devices

●Understanding the microscopic mechanisms

●Prediction and screening of novel material candidates

●Thermoelectrics
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Measuring Thermal Conductance and Conductivity
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Thermal conductance G quantifies the ability of the entire system to 
transport thermal energy.
Inverse of (thermal) resistance R = G-1.

Experimental setup
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Measuring Thermal Conductance and Conductivity

Thermal conductivity k is a normalized bulk material property.
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Measuring Thermal Conductance and Conductivity

Thermal conductivity k is a normalized bulk material property.

Experimental setup
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In this webinar we focus on interface thermal conductance (Kapitza conductance)  

The temperature profile typically shows a jump         at the interface.

Inteface conductance is limited by scattering of phonons at the interface.
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Thermal transport can be simulated via different techniques:

● Green-Kubo equilibrium molecular dynamics

● Relaxation time approximation of the Boltzmann transport 
equation (BTE), using phonon lifetimes from:

 (Semi)-analytical approximations
 MD simulations
 Anharmonic force constants

Simulation Methods

● Non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)

● Non-equilibrium Green's functions (NEFG) based phonon transmission
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Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD)

VNL-ATK implements the reverse NEMD (RNEMD) algorithm [1,2]:

➔ Pick the hottest atom in the cold reservoir region.
➔ Pick the coldest atom in the hot reservoir region
➔ Swap the momenta of these two atoms
➔ Measure the imposed external thermal current.

Q̇external

✔ Conserves momentum
✔ Minimal modification of the system

✗ Heat flux not directly controllableQ̇

Swap p

[1]: F. Müller-Plathe: J. Chem. Phys. 106, 6082 (1997)
[2]: C. Nieto-Draghi and J.B. Avalos: Mol. Phys. 101, 2303 (2003)

In ATK-2017 it will be possible to use a user-specified heating power.



Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD)

Measure the resulting temperature profile
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Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (NEMD)

Impose external heat flux in opposite direction and measure the resulting 
temperature gradient / jump

Q̇external

ΔT
Q̇

✔ Can be used for all kinds of bulk and interface systems
✔ Includes inelastic phonon-phonon scattering

✗ Finite size effects
✗ Large temperature gradients
✗ No quantum effects at low T,



Finite Size Effects in NEMD

For bulk conductivity and interface conductance:

Only phonon modes matching the periodic boundary conditions of the 
simulation cell are taken into account in NEMD:

ValidInvalid

The smaller the cell, the lower the resolution of the allowed phonon wavelengths.



Finite Size Effects in NEMD

For bulk conductivity:

Phonon scattering at reservoir boundaries reduces conductivity.
To obtain correct bulk conductivity values from NEMD simulations, 
the system needs to be longer than the phonon mean-free-path (~ μm).

[1]: P.C. Howell: J. Chem. Phys. 137, 224111 (2012)
[2]: D.P. Sellan et al.: Phys. Rev. B 81, 214305 (2010)

Extrapolation to infinitely long systems[1,2], still requires long systems (L~100 nm).

Extrapolation of 1/k  (from Ref. [1])

L ~ Mean-free-path

k k'

k''



Thank you for your attention!

We will now switch to the first hands-on-session 
after a 5 minute break.

Please open VNL and read the tutorial

www.docs.quantumwise.com/tutorials/interfacial_thermal_conductance/interfacial_thermal_conductance.html



Non-Equilibrium Green's Functions

 Set up the system as a Device configuration

The semi-infinite electrodes are at equilibrium at the temperaturs TL and TR. 

This results in different phonon occupations                                    .
and leads to a non-equilibrium phonon distribution in the central region.

TL TR

Transport direction

nphonon
L, R (ω , T L, R)



Non-Equilibrium Green's Functions

 

[( DL V LC 0
V CL DC V CR

0 V RC DR ) −ω
2 I ] (

ψ
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ψC

ψ
R) = 0

Use Green's funtions technique to calculate the propagation of an incoming 
phonon mode.

The dynamical equation of such a system can be written as

where Di are the dynamical matrices 
of the sub-systems, Vij are the 
coupling force constant matrices, and
  are the phonon eigenmodes.ψi



Non-Equilibrium Green's Functions

 

Calculate the phonon transmission spectrum              using the NEGF technique[1,2].τ (ω)

[1]: J.-S. Wang et al.: Phys. Rev. E 75 61128 (2007)
[2]: T. Markussen, A.-P. Jauho, M. Brandbyge: Phys. Rev. B 79 35415 (2009)

Incoming phonon      ψ
L ,0

 
Reflected part

Transmitted part



Non-Equilibrium Green's Functions

 

Calculate the phonon transmission spectrum              using the NEGF technique[1,2].τ (ω)

[1]: J.-S. Wang et al.: Phys. Rev. E 75 61128 (2007)
[2]: T. Markussen, A.-P. Jauho, M. Brandbyge: Phys. Rev. B 79 35415 (2009)

TL TRTL TR

Get the thermal current via

And the conductance as  



Non-Equilibrium Green's Functions

NEGF phonon transport includes:

●Ballistic transport
●Quantum effects
●Elastic scattering due to disorder and boundaries

NEGF neglects:

● Inelastic phonon-phonon scattering

Applicable for:

✔ Interfacial conductance
✔ Low temperatures
✔ Small configurations (large phonon wave lengths via q-points)

Not applicable for:

✗ Bulk conductivity
✗ High temperatures



Summary

Bulk conductivity:

NEMD can be used.
Be careful with finite size effects, extrapolation to large 
systems might be necessary

Interface conductance:

NEMD and NEGF can be used.
NEGF includes only ballistic transport.
NEMD needs to be checked for convergence with respect to system size.

With VNL-ATK you can compare both techniques.



Thank you for your attention!

We will again switch to the hands-on-session 
after a short break.

Please open VNL and read the tutorial

www.docs.quantumwise.com/tutorials/interfacial_thermal_conductance/interfacial_thermal_conductance.html


